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Motorcycles specification and review with featured and prices. The Yamaha FZ6R has a special
atmosphere that makes you feel comfortable when you swing a leg over the saddle. It is a sport
bike in no way claim the transcendental, but a bike that will leave you smiling after every ride.
Maybe you just started in motorcycling or have been around long enough to recognize that fun
is not always determined by engine size or horsepower. Somewhere between cruisers and
supersport bikes exists a genre simply known as "sports" bikes. The FZ6R fits perfectly into the
world of sport bike less intense with its easy to use power, low weight and low seat height. A
thin and compact chassis to complement the fuel injection engine and very linear acceleration.
No lap records here, just a bike rider confidence and is a blast to drive. Innovative features
include adjustable seat height FZ6R it easy for beginners to start. The Yamaha FZ6R offers
features that make it easy for beginning riders to get started: low seat height, grips that come
back to you, and a torquey, cc engine, not exceeding in the short term. Add a beautiful diamond
steel frame, a sleek fairing, an exhaust Yamaha R6-style and a price that makes it much more
affordable than it looks, and everything leads to the latter's first supersport. Fuel injection, cc,
DOHC, 4 valves, in line 4 tuned for fun and ease of use. The FZ6R is a great combination of
performance, handling, and exciting sport bike style, but also with a low seat height that is well
suited to a wide variety of riders and also narrower where it has to be adjusted even easier to
both feet on the ground. This is certainly not a "no frills" motor. Derived from the FZ6R engine,
fuel injected and tuned for low slope with mid engine performance. The FZ6R is ready to bring a
smile on your face! The diamond-shaped frame made of tubular steel with high resistance to
traction by the motor as a structural part of the chassis, is the basis for the treatment of the
performance. It is designed to provide the right rigidity balance to contribute to smooth
cornering. And the performance of this bike excellent stop are two mm front discs and mm rear
disc, both with comfortable to use controls. Ultra-compact, cc, liquid cooled, DOHC, 16 valves,
angle block line four engine. This engine is specially designed for the comfort of driving with a
very linear power characteristics. Compact 4-valve per cylinder valve has 22 mm intake valves
and exhaust 25mmm. Closely particular input channel results increases the air speed in a more
linear throttle response. Lightweight hollow camshafts provide excellent torque in the midrange
and low, and also help to achieve linear accelerator. Fuel consumption has also been optimized.
Hydraulic automatic cam chain tensioner reduces engine noise and maintenance mechanic. A
piece of the cylinder, and the upper assembly of the motor housing and provides superior
chassis stiffness and weight reduction. Ceramic composite cylinder bore silver sleeveless
greater heat dissipation for consistent power delivery and reduced friction losses. Sleeveless
design also reduces weight. Lightweight forged pistons connected to carburized connecting
rods for superior strength and reduced reciprocating mass for crisp throttle response and
reduced vibration. Group fuel injection four-cylinder divides into two groups 1 and 4 and 2 and 3
with two injections of fuel per degrees of crankshaft rotation. A powerful and compact bit ECU
controls ignition and injection processes. Compact slant of the engine block using a "Tri-Axis"
stacked 6-speed engine design shorter from front to back , which allows optimum engine
placement as part of a balanced weight distribution and great handling created. Shifter design
and the design provides smooth shifting and positive. This "midship" style exhaust mass is
concentrated in the center of the bike and keep the center of gravity low for light agile handling
at any speed. High-capacity radiator with ring-type fan ensures maximum cooling. Liquid cooled
oil cooler maintains a constant temperature of engine oil and extended oil life. Maintenance-free
transistor-controlled ignition ensures fast starts and optimum engine performance. Main frame

tubes of diameter Rigidity around the steering head and swingarm pivot is optimized for
excellent handling and stability. The motor is mounted on the seat frame 4 so that a tension
frame support and improve the handling characteristics. A box-section steel swingarm
complements the structure and helps provide a sense of light management. Removable rear
subframe steel reduces costs in the case of a "walk-out". Plastic protectors help prevent tube
damage from stone chips. Wheel travel is mm 5. The rear suspension system is designed to
provide a sense of rising rates, without the additional weight of the lift arms and pivots. The
shock is provided with seven times the spring pre-tension adjustment. Two mm front discs are
squeezed by a floating piston calipers twins. Braking performance is progressive and feel of the
lever is excellent. Complete cab offers plenty of protection from wind and rain. An inner panel
around the instrument area provides a clean and quality for the "cockpit". Elegant 17 liters 3.
Fuel tank provides excellent driving range between refueling point. Lightweight 5-spoke mag
wheels are fitted with a revised Z radial tires, unsprung weight reduction of light, agile handling.
Style two-piece driver and passenger seat design offers excellent comfort. The driver portion of
the seat is adjustable. Adjustable handlebar design. FZ1 inspired multi-function instrument
cluster. Other features include an analog tachometer, digital speedometer, dual trip meters,
clock, fuel gauge and fuel tripmeter plus a wide range of warning lights. Labels: Yamaha. Newer
Post Older Post Home. Add and submit your Motorcycle Racing website for free. Latest Post
Loading Search this blog. Popular Posts. Feedjit Feedjit Live Blog Stats. Click photos to
enlarge. They make great desktop images. The Yamaha FZ6R has a special ambience that
makes you feel comfortable the minute you swing a leg over the seat. It is a sports bike that
does not make any earth shattering claims; just a bike that will leave you smiling after each and
every ride. Perhaps you are just getting started in motorcycling or have been around long
enough to recognize that fun is not always determined by engine size or horsepower. The FZ6R
fits perfectly into the less intense sport bike world with its easy to control power, light weight
and low seat height. A slim compact chassis complements the fuel injected engine and its very
linear throttle control. No lap records here, just a bike that inspires rider confidence and is a
blast to ride. Innovative FZ6R features like adjustable seat height make it easy for beginning
riders to get started. Add a beautiful diamond-steel frame, a sleek fairing, a Yamaha R6 style
exhaust and a price that makes it way more affordable than it looks, and it all adds up to the
ultimate first sportsbike. The FZ6R is ready to put a grin on your face! The diamond-shaped
frame, made of high-tensile steel pipes using the engine as a structural member of the chassis,
becomes the foundation for handling performance. Ultra-compact, cc, liquid-cooled, DOHC,
valve, slant block in-line four powerplant. This engine has been specially tuned for ease of
riding with very linear power characteristics. Compact, 4-valve cylinder head features 25mmm
intake valves and 22mm exhaust valves. Special narrow intake port shape increases air velocity
resulting in a more linear throttle response. Lightweight hollow camshafts provide excellent
torque in the low and mid rpm range and also help to achieve linear throttle control. Fuel
economy is also optimized. One-piece cylinder and upper crankcase assembly provides
superior engine and chassis rigidity as well as reducing weight. Ceramic composite plated
sleeveless cylinder bores provide greater heat dissipation for consistent power delivery and
reduced frictional power losses. Sleeveless design also reduces weight. Lightweight forged
pistons connected to carburized connecting rods provide superior strength and reduced
reciprocating mass for crisp throttle response and reduced vibration. Liquid cooled oil cooler
maintains consistent oil temperatures for extended engine and lubricant life. Maintenance-free
transistor controlled ignition ensures fast starts and optimum engine performance. The main
frame tubes are Rigidity around the steering head and swingarm pivot has been optimized for
excellent handling and stability. The engine is mounted to the frame in 4 locations making it a
stressed chassis member and enhancing handling qualities. Conventional 41mm cartridge style
fork provide great handling and excellent ride comfort. Plastic protectors help prevent tube
damage due to stone chips. Wheel travel is mm 5. The rear suspension system has been
designed to provide a rising rate feeling without the additional weight of linkage arms and
pivots. The shock features 7-way spring pre-load adjustability. Dual mm floating front disc
brakes are squeezed by a twin piston calipers. Braking performance is progressive and lever
feel is excellent. Full fairing offers great wind and weather protection. Lightweight 5-spoke mag
wheels are fitted with Z rated radial tires which reduce unsprung weight for light, agile handling.
Stylish two piece rider and passenger seat design offers excellent comfort. The rider portion of
the seat is adjustable. Adjustable handlebar design. FZ1 inspired multi-function instrument
assembly. Features include an analog tach, digital speedo, dual tripmeters, clock, fuel gauge
and fuel reserve tripmeter plus a full range of warning lights. Specifications, appearance, and
price of product are subject to change without notice. Dealer may sell for less. See your local
dealer for out the door pricing. You must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker.

Automatic hydraulic-type cam chain tensioner reduces mechanical engine noise and
maintenance. A high powered, compact 32 bit ECU controls the ignition and fuel injection
processes. Shifter layout and design provides smooth, positive shifting. High capacity radiator
with ring-type cooling fan insures maximum cooling efficiency. Convenient spin-on type oil
filter. A box section steel swingarm compliments the frame and aids in providing a light
handling feel. Stylish 17 litre 3. Model not available. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and
Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great
years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been
incredible but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members,
thank you so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you.
Previous Victory Vegas Jackpot. Next Yamaha V-Star Be the first to comment Leave a Reply
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. The Yamaha FZ6R has a special
ambience that makes you feel comfortable the minute you swing a leg over the seat. It is a
sports bike that does not make any earth shattering claims; just a bike that will leave you
smiling after each and every ride. Perhaps you are just getting started in motorcycling or have
been around long enough to recognize that fun is not always determined by engine size or
horsepower. Somewhere between cruisers and supersport bikes exists a genre simply known
as "sports" bikes. The FZ6R fits perfectly into the less intense sport bike world with its easy to
control power, light weight and low seat height. A slim compact chassis complements the fuel
injected engine and its very linear throttle control. No lap records here, just a bike that inspires
rider confidence and is a blast to ride. Innovative FZ6R features like adjustable seat height make
it easy for beginning riders to get started. The Yamaha FZ6R offer features that make it easy for
beginning riders to get started: a low seat height, grips that reach back to you, and a torquey, cc
engine you won't outgrow anytime soon. Add a beautiful diamond-steel frame, a sleek fairing, a
Yamaha R6 style exhaust and a price that makes it way more affordable than it looks, and it all
adds up to the ultimate first sportsbike. Fuel injected, cc, DOHC, 4-valve, in-line 4 tuned for fun
and ease of use. The FZ6R is ready to put a grin on your face! The diamond-shaped frame, made
of high-tensile steel pipes using the engine as a structural member of the chassis, becomes the
foundation for handling performance. Ultra-compact, cc, liquid-cooled, DOHC, valve, slant block
in-line four powerplant. This engine has been specially tuned for ease of riding with very linear
power characteristics. Compact, 4-valve cylinder head features 25mmm intake valves and 22mm
exhaust valves. Special narrow intake port shape increases air velocity resulting in a more
linear throttle response. Lightweight hollow camshafts provide excellent torque in the low and
mid rpm range and also help to achieve linear throttle control. Fuel economy is also optimized.
Automatic hydraulic-type cam chain tensioner reduces mechanical engine noise and
maintenance. One-piece cylinder and upper crankcase assembly provides superior engine and
chassis rigidity as well as reducing weight. Ceramic composite plated sleeveless cylinder bores
provide greater heat dissipation for consistent power delivery and reduced frictional power
losses. Sleeveless design also reduces weight. Lightweight forged pistons connected to
carburized connecting rods provide superior strength and reduced reciprocating mass for crisp
throttle response and reduced vibration. A high powered, compact 32 bit ECU controls the
ignition and fuel injection processes. Compact slant-block engine uses a "Tri-Axis" stacked
6-speed transmission design to create a shorter engine front to back which allows for optimum
engine placement in the frame for a balanced weight distribution and great handling. Compact 4
into 2 into 1 "midship" style exhaust system features a 3-way catalytic converter which reduces
harmful exhaust emissions CO, HC, CO2 and NOx. This "midship" style exhaust system
concentrates mass in the centre of the bike and keeps the centre of gravity low for light agile
handling at any speed. High capacity radiator with ring-type cooling fan insures maximum
cooling efficiency. Liquid cooled oil cooler maintains consistent oil temperatures for extended
engine and lubricant life. Maintenance-free transistor controlled ignition ensures fast starts and
optimum engine performance. The main frame tubes are Rigidity around the steering head and
swingarm pivot has been optimized for excellent handling and stability. The engine is mounted
to the frame in 4 locations making it a stressed chassis member and enhancing handling
qualities. A box section steel swingarm compliments the frame and aids in providing a light
handling feel. Detachable steel rear sub frame reduces costs in the event of a "loop-out".
Conventional 41mm cartridge style fork provide great handling and excellent ride comfort.
Plastic protectors help prevent tube damage due to stone chips. Wheel travel is mm 5. The rear
suspension system has been designed to provide a rising rate feeling without the additional
weight of linkage arms and pivots. The shock features 7-way spring pre-load adjustability. Dual
mm floating front disc brakes are squeezed by a twin piston calipers. Braking performance is
progressive and lever feel is excellent. Full fairing offers great wind and weather protection. An
inner panel around the instrument area provides a clean, quality image for the "cockpit". Stylish

17 litre 3. Lightweight 5-spoke mag wheels are fitted with Z rated radial tires which reduce
unsprung weight for light, agile handling. Stylish two piece rider and passenger seat design
offers excellent comfort. The rider portion of the seat is adjustable. Adjustable handlebar
design. The traditional handlebar design also allows easy replacement to a different "bend" if so
desired. FZ1 inspired multi-function instrument assembly. Features include an analog tach,
digital speedo, dual tripmeters, clock, fuel gauge and fuel reserve tripmeter plus a full range of
warning lights. Bike Review The sluggish economy and wild gasoline prices have had a positive
effect on at least one thing: entry-level sport motorcycle sales. Lower MSRPs, excellent fuel
economy, less expensive insurance all mixed with good looks, seem to be the recipe for
success. Yamaha's new FZ6R has arrived at precisely the right time; packed with a more
torque-filled cc inline cylinder engine, the latest SOQI suspension, sleek full fairing, tuned under
belly exhaust and all for a lower price, this particular motorcycle seems set for sales success.
The styling cues may come from the more advanced R6 sibling, but less-experienced non
track-oriented riders will appreciate the low seat height, upright handlebars, easy handling,
ample brakes, smooth engine and manageable power, for daily commuting or just plain getting
out and having fun. What this motorcycle lacks in gut wrenching acceleration, it makes up for
with smooth, usable power. For sure, this bike appeals to the more entry-level riders but we
found this motorcycle to be more than capable in the corners and in a straight line. Upon
mounting the new FZ6R on a brisk February morning, you quickly settle-in to the comfortably
upright riding position. The all-in-one gauge package, with analog tachometer and digital
speedometer, are in clear sight and add to the quality feel of the bike. The seat and handlebar
placement puts you in an at-ease, yet ready-for-action position. Both items are adjustable to
accommodate different rider sizes and preferences; this feature may be helpful for taller or
shorter riders trying to find the right fit. Riding the FZ6R was pleasant as the engine runs
smoothly and is relatively quiet. Entry-level through advanced intermediates will find the
acceleration anywhere from intimidating to 'about right'. The engine delivers more low-end
torque but less top-end than the FZ6, which makes for a more enjoyable ride. As with most s,
learning to utilize the full rev-range, up to nearly 12, rpms, will ensure you get the most that this
package has to offer. The steel frame, solid mount engine and in-house Yamaha SOQI
suspension provide excellent stability over bumps and through sweeping corners. The switch
from the to the narrower rear tire imparts easier steering, cornering and overall maneuverability.
The two-piston front calipers don't necessarily look impressive on paper, but they worked well
under full stopping power and while trail-braking into corners. The individual items of this well
thought out package were all extremely able-bodied and combined to work seamlessly together.
The FZ6R is a motorcycle that sports an aggressive look, ample wind protection, responsive
handling and 43 mpg nearly rivaling the Toyota Prius making for an affordable yet very
enjoyable ride--perfect for back and forth to the college campus, commuting to the office, or a
two-up ride to the mountains. Home Manufacturer Contact. Yamaha FZ-6R. Make Model. Yamaha
FZ6R. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 4 valves per cylinder. Bore x Stroke.
Compression Ratio. Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Wet sump. Group injection type fuel
injection. Digital TCI. Wet Multi-plat disc. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Gear Ratio.
Aluminium die-cast, diamond shaped. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension.
Swingarm Link less type Monocross,. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Single mm
disc. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Ground Clearance. Seat Height. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Orders
placed during the weekends or the following holidays will ship the next business day. Learn
more about Dennis Kirk. We're always looking to improve your shopping experience. If you
have experienced a problem with our website, please describe the issue in as much detail as
possible so our team can explore it further. Details Shipping Cutoff Times. Click here for more
details. Enter keyword or part Search Within. View Cart Checkout. My Garage. Saved Rides
Manage Rides. Add a new ride. Motorcycle Categories. Find Parts Fast. Select Year. Select
Make. Select Model. Motorcycle Parts back. Shop By All Motorcycle Parts. Motorcycle
Accessories back. Tire Finder. Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter. Tire Sizes Explained. Tire Width Tire
Width. Aspect Ratio Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter Rim Diameter. Motorcycle Tires back. Exhaust
finder. Motorcycle Exhaust back. Motorcycle Helmets back. Apparel back. Featured Motorcycle
Brands View All back. Get more Dennis Kirk. Shop by Discount back. Dirt Bike Motorcycle
Cruiser Motorcycle Goldwing Harley-Davidson Scooter Sport Bike Snowmobile UTV Categories
Enter Categories terms Accessories 4. Covers 3. Covers - Custom Fit 3. Handguard Mounting
Hardware 1. Body 3. Fenders 1. Fuel Cap Accessories 1. Brakes Brake Pads 8. Brake Rotors 2.
Drivetrain Clutches 1. Clutch Plate 1. Batteries 8. Charging System 1. Voltage Regulators 1.
Horns 1. Driving Light 9. Wire Harnesses - Lighting 3. Spark Plug 3. Starting System 3. Starters
1. Switches 2. Air Filters 1. Engine Components 1. Air Injection Block-Off Plates 1. Fuel Systems
2. Fuel Processors 1. Fuel Pump 1. Oil Filter Footpegs 1. Brake Line - Rear 1. Cable Hardware 2.

Throttle Accessories 1. Throttle Tubes 2. Brake Levers 1. Clutch Levers 1. Luggage 5. Luggage
Racks 3. Tools 1. Clutch Tools 1. Suspension 5. Forks 4. Lowering Kits 1. Tires Tires - Dirt Bike
1. Tires - Street Motorcycle Windshields 6. Enter Brands Acerbis 1. All Balls 3. Avon 4.
BikeMaster 2. Bridgestone Continental CoverMax 2. Denali Electronics DID 1. Dowco 1. DP
Brakes 2. Driven Racing 2. Dunlop 7. Dynojet 2. EBC 5. Emgo 4. Fire Power 1. FLO Oil Filters 1.
Fram 1. G2 Ergonomics 2. Galfer 6. GIVI 5. Haynes 1. HiFloFiltro 4. JT Sprockets 3. Kimpex 1.
Kuryakyn 1. Leak Proof 2. Metzeler Michelin Moose 1. NGK 2. Parts Unlimited 5. Pirelli Pivot
Works 1. Power Max 1. PowerMadd 1. Powerstands Racing 5. ProFilter 5. Progressive
Suspension 1. Puig Hi-Tech Parts 3. Ricks Motorsport Electrics 2. Shinko 9. Shorai 2. Show
Chrome Accessories 1. Sound Off Recreational 1. Supersprox 3. Targa 2. Vesrah 1. Vortex 3.
Werkes USA 1. Zero Gravity 3. In Stock Only Price Range. Special Offers. Closeout Items 5. New
Items All Discounts 5. Exact Fit Possible Fit 3, We're sorry, there are no results for your ride
within this filtered selection. Results per Page 40 60 Viewing Results 1 - 38 of Part : Mfg Part : X.
Part : Mfg Part : Part : Mfg Part : KN Part : E Mfg Part : E Part : Mfg Part : HF Part : Mfg Part : SF
Part : Mfg Part : PF Part : Mfg Part : FA Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to
ship today. Dennis Kirk has been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest
assured that we have your back when it comes to bringing you the best Yamaha FZR FZ6R
products. We want to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type.
Create an Account. Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here.
Give us your feedback! I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride
optional. Part Number if applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer service resolve your
issue? Your Name. Email Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal
Code. What are you into? Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to
unsubscribe. Make Yamaha. Model FZ. The bike is in good shape. It was purchased new and
always garage kept. This is my girlfriends bike and trust me she did not ride it hard. The bike
has probably never been over RPM. Also, the bike has been lowered 1. Perfect for short legged
people. Nothing but synthetic oil. Here is a beautiful Yamaha FZ6R with almost miles on it , it is
all highway miles. Only owned for 3 months, great bike to ride but forced to sell due to starting
of new business -with only 1, miles - open to reasonable offers! Model FZ6R. Great bike at an
affordable price!! Picked up and payed in cash!!!! Delivery available. Add a beautiful
diamond-steel frame, a sleek fairing, an R6-style exhaust and a price that makes it way more
affordable than it looks, and it all adds up to the ultimate first sportbike. Model FZ6 R. Only 6,
miles and in phenomenal condition. Perfect touring and commuter bike with smooth handling
and lots of power. Easy to flat foot and extremely comfortable riding position. Like new. Title in
hand only 4xxx miles. Fender eliminator, frame sliders, and tank protector. Never damaged.
Service up to date. I have a fz6r with actually miles. The bike has a new battery and a fresh tune
up, fluid change and filter change Papers to prove. The bike has 2 minor scratches on the left
side. Always garaged. Bike looks brand new. Never laid down or wrecked. Bike still rides like it
did when it was new. Nothing needed. Only selling because I don't ride it anymore. Model FZ6r.
The Yamaha FZ6R has a special ambience that makes you feel comfortable the minute you
swing a leg over the seat. It is a sports bike that does not make any earth shattering claims; just
a bike that will leave you smiling after each and every ride. Perhaps you are just getting started
in motorcycling or have been around long enough to recognize that fun is not always
determined by engine size or horsepower. Somewhere between cruisers and supersport bikes
exists a genre simply known as sports bikes. The FZ6R fits perfectly into the less intense sport
bike world with its easy to control power, light weight and low seat height. A slim compact
chassis complements the fuel injected engine and its very linear throttle control. No lap records
here, just a bike that inspires rider confidence and is a blast to ride. Innovative FZ6R features
like adjustable seat height make it easy for beginning riders to get started. A rider in the market
for an entry level or commuter cc bike doesnt have to compromise performance or style to get
value. The FZ6R is a great combination of performance, handling, and exciting sport bike style,
but also with a low seat height thats both adjustable to fit a wider variety of riders and also
narrower where it counts to make it even easier to put both feet on the ground. The engine
delivers smooth power just the way todays rider needs it, brisk acceleration with plenty of
torque that makes it a pleasure to get around town, with lots in reserve for when you want more.
This is certainly not a no frills motor. Its derived from the FZ6 motor, fuel injected and tuned for
outstanding low to mid engine performance. Even if your primary goal is commuting to school
or work, you want to be able to get out and have fun riding some twisty back roads. The FZ6R is
ready to put a grin on your face! The diamond-shaped frame, made of high-tensile steel pipes
using the engine as a structural member of the chassis, becomes the foundation for handling
performance. Its designed to provide the right rigidity balance to contribute to smooth
cornering performance. And this bikes excellent stopping performance is due to dual mm front

discs and a mm rear disc, both with comfortable to use controls. Double bubble screen tinted.
Very nice looking bike in person Raven looks great. Why sell - dont want to friends Harley riders
made fun of me for driving a starter bike. I love this bike; best commuter easy just need more
speed honestly looking to upgrade to the next level looking for a ninja zxr. Anyway let me know
im not a dealer will consider options or prices no trades. Thank You Keep the faith and just ride
Sorry for the messy garage but this bike also has been garaged never left outside overnight
ever. Bike did dump at about 10 miles per hour only the left frame slider was slight damaged my
knee took most of the hit. No cosmetic damage other than frame slider. Any questions let me
know reduced to sell quick price is pretty firm. If you ride this bike or hear it start you will want
it.. Must have bank check or cash or money order check will need to clear if a check.. Thank
You. Benefitting from even more MotoGP technology for with new seven-level traction control
and the World GP 50th Anniversary livery option. The World GP livery includes a 50th
Anniversary emblem on top of the fuel tank and a special numbered plate showing the
production number of only 2, units that will be produced worldwide. From the track to the street,
it truly is "the 1". This bike runs like new. It has miles on it. The oil was changed miles ago. It
has a custom tail light and windshield. The stock parts will be included. Bayfield, CO. Burnet,
TX. Ridgefield, WA. South Kingstown, RI. Morristown, TN. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale New Yamaha Fz6r. Category - Engine Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Orders placed during the weekends or the
following holidays will ship the next business day. Learn more about Dennis Kirk. We're always
looking to improve your shopping experience. If you have experienced a problem with our
website, please describe the issue in as much detail as possible so our team can explore it
further. Details Shipping Cutoff Times. Click here for more details. Enter keyword or part Search
Within. View Cart Checkout. My Garage. Saved Rides Manage Rides. Add a new ride. Motorcycle
Categories. Find Parts Fast. Select Year. Select Make. Select Model. Motorcycle Parts back.
Shop By All Motorcycle Parts. Motorcycle Accessories back. Tire Finder. Aspect Ratio. Rim
Diameter. Tire Sizes Explained. Tire Width Tire Width. Aspect Ratio Aspect Ratio. Rim Diameter
Rim Diameter. Motorcycle Tires back. Exhaust finder. Motorcycle Exhaust back. Motorcycle
Helmets back. Apparel back. Featured Motorcycle Brands View All back. Get more Dennis Kirk.
Shop by Discount back. Dirt Bike Motorcycle Cruiser Motorcycle Goldwing Harley-Davidson
Scooter Sport Bike Snowmobile UTV Categories Enter Categories terms Accessories 4. Covers
3. Covers - Custom Fit 3. Handguard Mounting Hardware 1. Body 3. Fenders 1. Fuel Cap
Accessories 1. Brakes Brake Pads 8. Brake Rotors 2. Drivetrain Clutches 1. Clutch Plate 1.
Batteries 8. Charging System 1. Voltage Regulators 1. Horns 1. Driving Light 9. Wire Harnesses Lighting 3. Spark Plug 3. Starting System 3. Starters 1. Switches 2. Air Filters 1. Engine
Components 1. Air Injection Block-Off Plates 1. Fuel Systems 2. Fuel Processors 1. Fuel Pump
1. Oil Filter Footpegs 1. Brake Line - Rear 1. Cable Hardware 2. Throttle Accessories 1. Throttle
Tubes 2. Brake Levers 1. Clutch Levers 1. Luggage 5. Luggage Racks 3. Tools 1. Clutch Tools 1.
Suspension 5. Forks 4. Lowering Kits 1. Tires Tires - Dirt Bike 1. Tires - Street Motorcycle
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Continental CoverMax 2. Denali Electronics DID 1. Dowco 1. DP Brakes 2. Driven Racing 2.
Dunlop 7. Dynojet 2. EBC 5. Emgo 4. Fire Power 1. FLO Oil Filters 1. Fram 1. G2 Ergonomics 2.
Galfer 6. GIVI 5. Haynes 1. HiFloFiltro 4. JT Sprockets 3. Kimpex 1. Kuryakyn 1. Leak Proof 2.
Metzeler Michelin Moose 1. NGK 2. Parts Unlimited 5. Pirelli Pivot Works 1. Power Max 1.
PowerMadd 1. Powerstands Racing 5. ProFilter 5. Progressive Suspension 1. Puig Hi-Tech Parts
3. Ricks Motorsport Electrics 2. Shinko 9. Shorai 2. Show Chrome Accessories 1. Sound Off
Recreational 1. Supersprox 3. Targa 2. Vesrah 1. Vortex 3. Werkes USA 1. Zero Gravity 3. In
Stock Only Price Range. Special Offers. Closeout Items 5. New Items All Discounts 5. Exact Fit
Possible Fit 3, We're sorry, there are no results for your ride within this filtered selection.
Results per Page 40 60 Viewing Results 39 - 77 of Part : Mfg Part : Part : Mfg Part : FC Part : Mfg
Part : N. We want to hear from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type.
Create an Account. Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here.
Give us your feedback! I enjoyed my experience. I did not enjoy my experience. Your Ride
optional. Part Number if applicable. Order Number optional. Did customer service resolve your
issue? Your Name. Email Address:. Send Feedback. Subscribe to our emails! First Name. Postal
Code. What are you into? Cruiser Motorcycle. Sport Bike. Dirt Bike. Privacy Policy I'd like to
unsubscribe. Hitting the open road on your Yamaha FZ6R means freedom, exhilaration and an
escape from the daily grind. But never leave your garage unprepared. Keep your motorcycle in
tip-top shape by performing some basic maintenance - replace worn spark plugs and the clutch
kit for a no-bog, instant response ride. Your Yamaha's engine loves fresh oil and at MotoSport

we stock a variety of oil and other lubricants from the industry's most trusted manufacturers.
Working on your street bike takes a good set of tools and we carry all the specialty tools you'll
need to get the job done right. Additionally, make sure you check your tires for wear and proper
tire pressure before heading out. If the tires on your motorcycle have seen better days, a fresh
pair makes an extremely wise investment. At MotoSport, find the right motorcycle tires for your
sport bike, touring bike and cruiser. Finally, keep your motorcycle's wheel bearings in prime
condition to ensure a smooth ride. Forget the master technician secrets and take your
motorcycle to the next level of performance with our wide selection of bolt-on and slip-on
exhaust systems. Simple exhaust upgrades often unveil a motorcycle's true horsepower
potential. If you want to upgrade with a full exhaust system - and really bring out the power and
weight savings - then we've got that for
xbox 360 walmartcom
kia sport 2000
att phone box wiring diagram
you, too. Once you have installed all this new hardware fine tune the power with a fuel
management system. Most of our fuel management systems provide you the option of
self-tuning to accommodate different riding styles from racing to high mountain cruising. Exact
Fit. UAH Driven Racing. Motion Pro. Spoon Tire Iron Set. Fork Oil Level Gauge. Racing Footpeg
Kit - Front. CAT5 Sprocket - Rear. R-Fighter Footpeg Kit - Front. Black Universal Clutch Lever
Assembly. Battery Tender. KTM PowerParts. Fork Seal Doctor. Wheel Balancer And Truing
Stand. Sport Footpeg Kit - Front. Pro Taper. Wireless Hour Meter. Resettable Hour Meter. Valve
Core Remover. Spark Plug Protector. Enduro Footpeg kit - Front. Lithium Battery Charger.
Battery Charger. Black Universal Brake Lever Assembly. R-Fighter Footpeg Kit - Passenger.
Shock Spanner Wrench. HP Tools. Giant Loop. Racing Footpeg Kit - Passenger. Rox Speed FX.
Elite Series Pivot Handlebar Riser. Trail Tech. Heavy Duty Tire Iron. Aluminum Sprocket - Rear.

